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BOOST CHAMPION CONFERENCE
What does it mean to be a Safety Champion:

•
•

The Safety Champion process is designed by the BOOST Team to help foster the BBSM Process
on Shell’s offshore locations. The goal is to identify members of each partner in safety crew on
each location (I&E/Construction).

•

The Safety Champions are then trained on how to perform quality observations, give feedback
(positive) from observations and mentor other observers.

•

The Safety Champion’s are responsible for completing observations daily, interfacing with
facility steering teams, & completing the daily Champion Report. They are also responsible for
discussing the BBSM data in morning & weekly safety meetings.

•

Safety Champion Reports are sent into Partner’s In Safety on a weekly basis, where the reports
are used to gauge the effectiveness of the BBSM process on various locations & the reports are
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BOOST CHAMPION CONFERENCE

•

Goals:
•

To recognize Safety Champions for their hard work and commitment to
the BBSM process

•

To show support from Shell & all the Partners in Safety

•

To emphasize roles & responsibilities

•

To strengthen Safety Champions understanding & knowledge of the
BBSM PProcess

•

To foster team building & to have fun
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BOOST CHAMPION CONFERENCE
Agenda:

•
•

Day 1: Recognition Dinner will take place on September 21st.

•

Day 2: The theme of the Conference is “Hunting for Hazards”.
•

Ice Breaker Activity

•

Review Roles & Responsibilities

•

Review Champion Reports

•

Conduct Advanced Observation Training

•

Team Building Activity:
•

BOOST to BOOST Activity:
y

•
•

•

Observations on activities taking place at Robert (HUET, First Responder, etc.)

Discussion with “The Other BOOST”

Closing

